While we start, we kindly request you to write your name and organization in the chat.

The meeting will be recorded

8 August 2023
Sudan Logistics Cluster

Agenda

1. Action points
2. Humanitarian Convoy Updates
3. Entry Points status
4. LogIE update
5. AoB
**Action points**

**IMPACT WG**

- IMPACCT technical discussions dedicated to the importation of pharmaceutical postponed to this week.

**UNHAS**

- UNHAS will regularly update the FAQs which can be accessed by this link: [FAQs - UNHAS_Sudan_Airbridge_Operation.pdf](#). The FAQs together with other UNHAS forms and guides may be accessed on the [Humanitarian Booking Hub](#).
- The cluster will follow up with UNHAS on the Survey results.

**Chad border Crossing**

- WFP 5 trucks successfully crossed on 3 August with 125 mt. distributed in Adikong, Jarabi and Shukria.
Humanitarian Convoy updates

LC is supporting the CMCoord convoy movements

- A total of 24 trucks from 4 partners (UNHCR, WHO, UNICEF and FAO) were part of the inter-agency convoy that left on 3 of August instead of the planned 1 August. The convoy departed from Kosti to hard-to-reach locations in Kordafan and Darfur including Ed Daien, Al Fula, Nayala, Al Fasher and Abu Jubiyah.

- The Convoy is still on the way and is moving very slowly because of multiple challenges being faced. Only one out of the total 24 trucks has reached the destination, Abu Jubiyah.

- Intensive sensitisation of truck drivers is required by transport companies to follow the instructions given to them by the Logistics Cluster, CMCoord and access during the movement.
Humanitarian Convoy updates

• Another interagency convoy planned for this week will leave Kosti on 9 Aug with delays are expected as the CMCoord Cell is working on resolving several significant challenges faced in the on-going Convoy.

• Partners to submit their requests to join the convoy on https://ee.humanitarianresponse.info/x/tM0SwvFG

• Partners facing difficulties in securing trucks to join the convoy to reach out to WFP for trucks under Bilateral Service Provision arrangement (Cost Recovery Basis). (email Ali, cc Fiona, Denis)
Humanitarian Convoy updates

WFP BSP

• WFP is providing logistics services to partners under the On-demand Service Provision arrangement. The services include fuel, storage and transport services, etc.

• Any request for On-demand Services to be submitted to Ali Awan (ali.awan@wfp.org)

• A Service Level Agreement (SLA) signed by both WFP and the partner should be in place for the latter to avail these services.

• Partners to timely submit request to WFP for trucks to be included in the inter-agency convoy movement – at least a week before so that partner can timely receive clearance from HAC/GIS/MI

• WFP is currently providing fuel to partners at locations of Port Sudan, Kosti, Damazine, Gedaref and Kassala. Partner would be notified incase the locations are revised
The IMPACCT Working group holds a dedicated session every week, to specifically address procedures and clearance processes for importing medical items. Further information and documentations can be found in the Logistic Cluster IMPACCT box.

The planned inter agency convoy from Kosti to hard-to-reach locations on 8 August has been put on hold as CMCoord sorts out some major issues encountered in the on-going convoy. Partners to submit their requests to join the convoy on https://ee.humanitarianresponse.info/x/tM0SswFG by Saturday.

Partners to provide information on their storage capacity in Sudan. Link to survey

Meeting minutes and slides from the last coordination meeting are online

Previous updates – no changes are included in light grey

Information represented in this document is based on the most accurate data currently available from the Field Logistics Cluster staff supporting the emergency response operation. It may be revised or updated as new or more complete data becomes available.
LogIE update

Physical constraints and Entry-Points

Ethiopia border is restricted due to the state of emergency declared in Amhara region. Chad (Adre) – Sudan (West and East Darfur) border points have been opened.

ConOps module

No changes since last update

Partners’ WH mapping

The storage capacity mapped at admin 2 level:
- Temperature Controlled = 408 m²
- Non-Temperature Controlled Storage = 25,913 m²
Reported from only 9 partners.

Two ways to report:
- Send excel file to sdn.response.logcoordination@wfp.org
- Fill survey

Share info via sdn.response.logcoordination@wfp.org
- Physical constraints
- Entry points, damaged roads
- Need information + georeference
Sdn.response.logcoordination@wfp.org

Focal points are as follows (please cc both in communications):

- Regional coordinator (South Sudan): fiona.lithgow@wfp.org
- Sudan LCC (based in Port Sudan): ali.awan@wfp.org
- Information Management Officer (Nairobi based): denis.iga@wfp.org

- To join the Sudan Logistics Cluster WhatsApp group -> send an email to sdn.response.logcoordination@wfp.org
- To join the IMPACCT Working Group WhatsApp group on customs procedures -> send an email to impactc.2021@gmail.com

https://logcluster.org/ops/sdn20a
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